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Abstract

For historical reasons the Dutch Railways have 1500 V DC on the catenary.
Some tracks are planned with 25 kV, 50 Hz. In order to get experience with
measurement techniques for 25 kV and to verify models, Holland Railconsult
initiated a pilot project. The project is a measurement session on the Luxemburg
Railways system. In this report a description can be found of the developed
sensors and of the measurement results.
Measurements were performed at two different locations. At one place there was
an AT-system, at the other not. Currents through catenary, rails, equipotential
line, negative feeder (if present) and a parallel cable bundle were measured.
Further measurements were performed on local B-fields, voltage on the catenary
and on an Interzonal Signalling cable. Next to that tension that arises between
a mast and the rails was measured, and currents that start to flow through
a connection between those two. The measurements at the location with the
AT-system were done with different network configurations and different train
positions.
Measured currents were elaborated to RMS values. An indication is given of the
total current that must be flowing through the earth. A brief analysis is given
of the frequency characteristics of the measured currents. From measurements
on the IS-cable the transfer impedance is determined.
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Introduction

As the final part of my study Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University
of Technology I fulfilled my graduation project at the High Voltage and EMC
section. During the graduation practical work I contributed to three measure
ment campaigns.
The first was a set of measurements at the Hemweg power plant, to investigate
isolated phase bus currents.
The second was an investigation of the current distribution at the Luxemburg
railways, powered at 25 k V, 50 Hz.
The third was a similar in a medium and low voltage network, in case of a single
phase to ground short circuit in the 10 kV medium voltage system.
In all three experiments I contributed in the preparation of the differentiat
ing/integrating measuring system, carrying out selection and calibration of com
ponents, field checks, and recording of the data.
The first measurement was a cooperation between G. Pemen (KEMA) and J.
van Waes (TUE). The goal was to determine all the currents flowing through
the isolated phase bus of a 650 MW generator. The measured currents were as
expected and the temperature of earthing conductors did not exceed the speci
fications.
The last experiment was a cooperation between the power distribution company
NUON, and the group EHC, as a part of the PhD research of J. van Waes. A
1'1' and a TN grounding system were compared. Relevant voltages and currents
were measured simultaneously at five positions, three in the 10 kV system, two
at the power connections of nearby houses. The measurements were originally
planned in June 1998, but were delayed to September because of unforeseen cir
cumstances. The data are reported elsewhere. Because of the delay, this report
is not yet finished at the time of writing, but is to be considered as a part of
my graduation work.
The investigations along the Luxemburg railway system were a cooperation be
tween Holland Railconsult, who initiated the study, NS Technisch Onderzoek,
NS Rail Infrabeheer, Luxemburg Railway Company and the group EHC. There
were several goals:

1. A test case for future measurements on 25 kV, 50 Hz fed Havenspoorlijn,
and indirectly also for other 25 kV systems planned in the Netherlands.

2. To prove the suitability of the differentiating/integrating measuring sys
tem for 25 kV traction systems. Various current and voltage sensors were
developed; their correct operation was verified. Improvements for future
investigations can be formulated with the data now available.
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3. Luxemburg Railways were interested in data about the current distribu
tion in a simple directly fed catenary, in comparison to an AT power
distribution with negative feeder.

4. Finally to provide input for the modelling of such a power distribution
system actual measurements are of great help.

Preparation of the sensors and measurements took several weeks of intense
labour in June. The data were gathered in week 27 of 1998, during night and
day measuring sessions.
This graduation report contains a detailed analysis of the measurements results,
and of their accuracy. Factors influencing the accuracy are summarized. To a
lesser extent, conclusions about the current distribution for both power distri
bution systems will be given. The current distribution depends also on the train
position; several positions were measured. Some first results are presented. Par
ticularly interesting is the current which is missed when the currents through
all intended conductors are summed: catenary, negative feeder if present, rails
and cables parallel to the track. The missing current must return through the
earth. The data clearly show that the earth current is substantially reduced by
the AT system. As far as we could check, no experimental data are available in
the open literature.
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Graduation goals

This report on the graduation work elaborates the data obtained from measure
ments in Luxemburg. The main goals of the measurements are the following:

• Develop and test current measurement sensors for 25 kV,

• perform measurements using these sensors,

• work out the results into RMS values of the various currents,

• analyse the frequency behaviour of the return current,

• check consistency between measured B-fields and currents and

• calculate the transfer impedance (Zt) of an interzonal signalling cable from
measurement data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to the
measurements in
Luxemburg

For historical reasons the Dutch Railways have 1500 V DC power on the cate
nary (see [Heng92a, Heng92b, Heng93a, Heng93b]). In Luxemburg this is 25 kV
AC. Since some tracks in The Netherlands are planned with 25 kV AC as well,
some model-verification was desired. A basic setup of a 25 kV AT-system (AT
= auto-transformer) with locomotive is visualized in Figure 1.1. With the 10-

ATAT

25 kV

-25 kV ...-

. -.. ... ...
<>

~ r 1. ....

Figure 1.1: AT system with two autotrafos

comotive in the specified position, we can see that the return current is partly
flowing back through the negative feeder due to magnetic coupling. This is ex
actly what we want: get the return current out of the lossy rails and ground into
a good conductor. It can be seen that the current is also flowing ahead of the
train. Because of the higher voltage smaller currents are needed to deliver the
power needed, this means smaller losses. Another advantage is the reduction
of B-fields by bringing the catenary and negative feeder currents close to each
other. For more information on AT-systems and the advantages of 25 kV AC
over 1500 V DC see [Hird97].
In Luxemburg we had the oppurtunity to do measurements at two places along
the track: Kautenbach and Gobelsmiihle. At Kautenbach there's only one track
(two rails), at Gobelsmiihle there are two (four rails). The important difference
between the two locations is that at Gobelsmiihle we have an AT-system which
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is not the case at Kautenbach.
An overview of the tracks of interest is given in Figure 1.2. In that figure,

WilIZ~

Eltelbruck

Mersch

Walferdange

Figure 1.2: Railway tracks of interest around the measurement locations

the thiel, lines mean that there's an AT system. The thin lines represent a
track without an AT system. More information on the railway system of the
Luxemburg Railways can be found in [Maye94].
The goal of the measurements consisted of the following parts:

1. Develop and use appropriate sensors for current measurements on a 25 kV
system,

2. determine the current distribution at the 'cold side' of the system (rails,
earth, equipotential line, parallel cable bundles) and

3. give an accuracy analysis, given the used equipment and if needed give
specifications for further measurements in The Netherlands

In order to achieve these goals, we measured the following signals: the current
through the catenary (lead, the cable bundle parallel to the track (leb), the
rails (lrl), the negative feeder (if present) (In!), the equipotential line which
connects the masts (leq) and the B-fields in horizontal and vertical direction
(Bx and By). Next to that we also measured the voltage on the catenary and
the transfer impedance of an Interzonal Signalling cable like they are used in
The Netherlands.
NS Technisch Onderzoek did simultaneous measurements durig longer periods.
Amongst other signals they measured the individual rail currents.
To measure the currents we used Rogowski coils and integrators. For the nega
tive feeder a special sensor was developed. Details about the different kinds of
constructions we used are described in appendix B. The voltage on the catenary
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was determined by measuring the (capacitive) current flowing on the shield of
a high voltage cable, combined with an analog active integrator. To measure
B-fields, we used large loops of copper tubes. In this loop, a voltage is induced,
proportional to the change in B-field. Through analog integration the original
B-field can be obtained.
To determine whether a train was taking power from the catenary, we used a
device that indicates the strength of the B-field. By this means we could deter
mine the maximum in the currents, in order to get maximum signals.
Details of the various measurement systems are shown in appendix B.
In France experience was already obtained measuring rail currents [Deur88]. For
details on the measurement program see [SmuI98].

1.1 Kautenbach

Directly after leaving the station Kautenbach in the direction of Wiltz, the
train passes the first measurement location. We will refer to this as location
Kautenbach. A cross section of the situation is shown in Figure 1.3. At the

Icb hl
".I .I

Figure 1.3: Cross section of situation in Kautenbach

location Kautenbach the catenary was disrupted and transferred to a switch on
the mast for separating two sections. In this circuit we were able to measure
the current through the catenary (switch was closed). At Kautenbach we did
measurements during normal operation according to the timetable. We were
only able to measure large currents when the train was accelerating, so just
when it pulled up from Wiltz or Kautenbach.

1.2 Gobelsmiihle

A few hundred metres after leaving the station Gobelsmiihle in the direction of
Kautenbach, the train passes the second measurement position. Later we will
refer to this as location Gobelsmiihle. A cross section of the situation is shown
in Figure 1.4. CFL put a locomotive to our disposal at night. This gave us the
oppurtunity to determine exactly where the locomotive was, and where power
was taken. CFL gave us also the oppurtunity to control the configuration of
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..
Icb

Figure 1.4: Cross section of situation in Gobelsmiihle

the feeding network, i.e. we could ask the controllers to switch in or out one or
more AT stations.
The two different configurations and the locomotive positions for the various
measurements are pointed out in Figure 1.5. At Gobelsmiihle the current

1 2

rl
5

=tll I
• •

2

rl
5 6

lYl
• •

Walferdange Mersch iKautenbach Troisvierges

measurement
position

Figure 1.5: Different configurations and locomotive positions

through the catenary was measured as at Kautenbach.
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Chapter 2

Measurement results

All the measurement data we obtained were sampled at a sampling rate of
250 kSas- 1 • The data were saved to disks for later elaboration using MATLAB.
In this chapter an overview is given of the results extracted from the raw data.

2.1 Consistency of lueasureluent data

In order to determine the reliability of the measurement data, some consistency
checking is needed. This can be done in two ways:

1. Compare results with expected currents and

2. compare measured B-fields with B-fields calculated from currents and the
conductor positions,

3. calibration of measurement equipment.

For the first two methods we examine one measurement for each location where
the train is close to the measurement location. There we expect the total of
the current (the current through the earth) to be zero or at least small. Then
we know the position of nearly all currents so we can apply consistency check
number two. Then we assume that the current that is flowing through the earth
is not contributing to the B-fields. For Kautenbach the measurement just after
the train passing the measurement location is suitable. In Figure 2.1 we can see
the measured currents in the upper plot and the sum current together with feat

in the lower plot. The difference between the catenary current and the return
current is small: only 6%.
From these currents we can calculate the B-field and compare it with the mea
sured B-field. In Figure 2.2 the currents are shown again in the upper plot. The
middle one shows the measured and calculated horizontal B-field. The lower
plot is like the middle one, but now for the vertical B-field.
In order to express the consistency I calculated the RMS values of the B-fields.
The deviation between the measured values and the calculated ones are 19%
(x-direction) and 11% (y-direction). This is, given the missing current of 6%
and the accuracy analysis in B.3, a satisfactory result.
For the measurement at Gobelsmiihle in configuration 2, train position 4 we
have the same expectation: sum of currents almost zero because of the nearby
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o 0.005 0.Q1 0.Q15 0.02 0.025
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Figure 2.1: Currents just after train passing measurement location

train. In Figure 2.3 the individual currents are shown in the upper plot and the
sum current together with feat in the lower plot. The RMS value of the sum is
about 14% of feat so that part must flow somewhere in the earth.
We can't expect the calculated B-fields to match with the measured ones, now
that we are 'missing' a part this big. In Figure 2.4 the currents and the calcu
lated and measured horizontal and vertical B-fields are shown (like Figure 2.2).
Again I calculated the RMS values of the B-fields. The deviation between the
measured values and the calculated ones are 43% (x-direction) and 186% (y
direction). The 'missing Bx-field' is in phase with the rail current. If a current
with that waveform is in the positive v-direction, than the midding Bx-field
would become smaller. This means that a part of the rail current is flowing in
the earth under the rails. This is what we expect. The missing By-field can
not be related directly to any of the currents. A numerical accuracy analysis is
described in B.3.

2.2 RMS values and directions of currents

In order to verify the developed models [Hird97] of 25 kV railway systems we
will calculate the RMS values of the various currents at the different locations.
In this section these figures are presented and some basic interpretation is done.
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Figure 2.2: Currents and measured and calculated B-fields

2.2.1 Kautenbach

At Kautenbach we did five complete measurements. Two of them are selected
for evaluation. The results of these are shown in Figure 2.5. From these figures
we can see that when the train is far away (about 12 km), about 35% of the
overhead line current does not return through any of the accessible conductors,
so it must be flowing in the earth. In the situation where the train is near the
measurement position, the current through the ground is only about 6%. The
results of the other three measurements and the data about currents through
the cable bundle and the equipotential line are shown in Table A.I.

2.2.2 Gobelsmiihle

At Gobelsmiihle we did amongst others ten measurements in two different sys
tem configuarations. These results are shown in Figure 2.6. The numbers above
the current values on the right are referring to the train position at the moment
of the measurement. The percentages under the current values represent the
part of the return current that is flowing through the earth.
At postion 3, configuration 2, the train was right next to the measurement lo
cation, thereby making the measurement of Irl highly unreliable.
As we can see, the negative feeder is indeed conducting a part of the current.
But also here, we can see that the earth is conducting a rather large part of the
current (up to 40%). Like we already saw from the data from Kautenbach, we
can see here again that the closer the train is to the measurement location, the
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Figure 2.3: Currents with train at position 4, configuration 2

less current is flowing through the earth.
An overview of all the values of the currents (also through the cable bundle and
the equipotential line) is shown in Tables A.2 and A.3.
We have to keep in mind that the measured currents are flowing at the measure
ment location, not giving us any information about the current that is actually
taken from the catenary by the train and the current distribution behind and in
front of the train. In order to get these data, simultaneous measurements need
to be done at several locations along the track.

2.3 Typical frequency spectra of currents

Because of power electronics in the locomotives, the currents drawn from the
catenary are far from sinusoid. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.7,
where the corresponding frequency spectrum is shown too (calculated using
MATLAB's FFT function). Although investigated, no clear frequency depen
dance in the current distribution over the various conductors can be seen from
the measurement data. We would expect that the return current gets closer to
the catenary for higher frequencies [Wetz94].

•
2.4 Cross connection

At Kautenbach we measured the open loop voltage between a mast and a rail
and the current that flows in a connection between those two. At Gobelsmiihle,
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Figure 2.4: Currents and measured and calculated B-fields

we only measured the voltage. The currents we measured at Kautenbach are
shown in Figure 2.8. The measured voltages are in Figure 2.9. The maximum
voltage we measured at Gobelsmiihle was 1.09 V. This value is not necessarily
the maximum that occured. It is the maximum of the measured voltages at the
instances of sampling. NS Technisch Onderzoek has performed measurements
during longer periods.

2.5 Measured B-fields

Since we measured both the B-fields and the currents, we can check whether
there is a consistency or not (see 2.1). To calculate the horizontal (Bx ) and
vertical (By) fields from the currents and configuration, we can use the following
basic formulas:

B x :::: sin¢B:::: J.lo'#..2
I

r 7rr

x I
By =cos¢B =J.lO--

2r 7rr

where x and yare the horizontal and vertical distance between the conductor
and the measurement loops. The angle between the horizontal plane and the
line conductor-loops is called ¢.
It is assumed that the B-fields are constant throughout the loops. By sub
stracting the calculated fields from the measured ones, we get the "missing
field". That means that we need another current in the model to match it with
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Figure 2.6: Measurement results from location Gobelsmiihle

reality. The x- and y-distances of the various conductors to the B-field sensors
are as follows:

Kautenbach x y Gobelsmiihle x y
rail 1 2.25 -1.00 rail 2 4.20 -0.70
rail 2 3.75 -1.00 rail 3 6.55 -0.70
cable bundle 4.70 -1.00 cable bundle 1.55 -0.60
catenary 3.00 5.20 catenary 3.45 5.53
eq.pot. line -1.00 6.60 eq.pot. line 9.20 6.13

neg. feeder 9.20 12.00

2.6 Interzonal Signalling cable

For signalling and protection so called Interzonal Signalling cables (IS-cable)
run along the track. For safety, the shield of such a cable is connected to the
rails at regular distances. Because of this, a common mode current flows over
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Figure 2.7: Example of current in overhead line and its frequency spectrum

the shield. To analyse what the influence of this current is on the performance
we placed 190 m of a type 5090036 IS-cable along the track and connected it
to rail no. 2 at the beginning and ending. This cables consist of 7 0.8 mm2

copper conductors surrounded by a steel shield and a woven copper conductor
(Fig. 2.10). We measured the common mode current of the cable and several
resulting differential mode voltages:

1. The voltage between conductor 1 and the shield,

2. the voltage between conductor 2 and the shield,

3. the voltage between conductors 2 and 5 and

4. the voltage between conductors 3 and 6.

We can express the sensitivity of the cable in the differential mode voltage
divided by the common mode current. This quantity is often called transfer
impedance (Zt = fuM.[ ). This unit is typically frequency dependent. In the

eM
Figures 2.11 until 2.14 the resulting impedances are shown. As we can see from
the plots, the difference in Zt between situations 1 and 2 and situations 3 and
4 is large.
In situations 1 and 2, Zt is ohmic (about 6 Q) for low frequencies and becomes
inductive at frequencies above 3 kHz. This means that the inductive component
is in the order of 300 p.H.
In situations 3 and 4, the behaviour is inductive for frequencies lower as at
most 50 Hz (as we expect, since the resistance of the shield is not a part of the
differential mode circuit). Note the low values of the Zt (0.3p.H and 0.02p.H).
The difference between configuration 3 and 4 indicates assymmetry in the cable.
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Figure 2.8: Current through connection between mast and rail

It is likely that this is caused by the litze that is in the cable (see Figure 2.10).
IS-cables are usually used as in situations 3 and 4.
In order to determine Zt more accurately for higher frequencies in the various
situations, measurements in a laboratory need to be done.
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Figure 2.12: Zt, conductor 2 vs. shield
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Figure 2.13: Zt J conductor 1 vs. 5
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Figure 2.14: Zt, conductor 3 vs. 6
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Conclusions and
recommendations

Safety demands were met using a high voltage cable and a specially constructed
sensor that were fully tested. The measurement results are consistent (accuracy
of about 5%). Using better integrators would enhance the accuracy. This is
something that is being worked on at the moment.
A rather large part (up to 35%) of the return current flows through the earth
in case no AT's were installed.
The frequency dependence of the current distribution on the 'cold side' of the
system is not clear yet.

In order to get a more complete view of the current distribution in the sys
tem simultaneous measurements at several places along the track are necessary.
If this should be done during a longer time, measurement equipment is needed
that can withstand the weather and has lower weight.
On cables that run along the track we can expect currents of up to 10% of
the catenary current, so when designing such a system this must be taken into
account.
Investigations need to be done on how the current distibution changes for larger
currents. Therefore attention has to be paid to the non-linearities that occur in
the steel rails.
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Appendix A

Measurement data

For the location Kautenbach five measurements have been worked out. Num
ber 1, 3 and 5 represent pull ups from Wiltz, number 2 and 4 are pull ups
from Kautenbach. All values are in ARMS. At the location Gobelsmiihle ten

1 2 3 4 5
I eat 46.3 19.3 50.8 43.1 31.5
1,./ -18.4 -18.8 -19.9 -21.3 -13.4
I eq -7.5 -0.4 -8.2 -8.0 -5.5
Ieb -3.6 -3.5 -3.8
% through earth 35 6 37 32 40

Table A.l: RMS values of currents at the location Kautenbach

measurements have been worked out for two different configurations.

I eat

1"1
Irl

Ieb

I eq

% through earth

-11.3
-4.7
8.3
1.1
0.1
41

2
-18.6
-11.2
17.2
2.2
0.1
35

3
-17 .5

-9.9
19.3

2.2
0.1
22

4
61.4

-25.4
-36.6

4.3
0.1

6

5
51.5

-26.1
-9.6
-1.6
0.1
28

Table A.2: RMS values of currents at the location Gobelsmiihle, config. 1
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Figure A.l: Different configurations and locomotive positions

feat

f n !
frl

feb

f eq

% through earth

2
-29.1
-18.1
26.3

3.3
0.1
37

3
-14.6
-27.1

4.8
0.2

4
69.3

-30.2
-32.9

4.0
0.1
14

5
61.4

-32.1
-10.9
-1.7
0.1
27

6
37.9

-21.5
-5.6
-1.0
0.1
26

Table A.3: RMS values of currents at the location Gobelsmiihle, config. 2
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Appendix B

Measuring systems

In this chapter the measuring systems are described that are used. Two kinds of
measurements are described: current measurement and voltage measurement.
For the measurement of currents the principle of induced voltage in a pickup
loop (air cored coil with one or more windings) is used. In order to measure
voltage, the flow of induced charge is measured. To restore the desired signals,
integration is necessary. This was done using analog active integrators. Infor
mation regarding EMC aspects of measuring systems can be found in [Laan94]

B.l Inductive measuring systems

Measurement of currents with a pickup loop is based on the principle that
the magnitude of the magnetic field around a conductor is proportional to the
current flowing in it. A detailed description of the working of the system can
be found in [Laan95]. In this section I will describe the various kinds of sensors
we used.

B.l.l Segmented Rogowski

This Rogowski coil was especially designed for these measurements. High sen
sitivity was desired and an opening was necessary. Large loop areas meet the
first demand. An opening in a symmetrical coil introduces assymmetry. Making
symmetrically more openings gives us back the symmetry. An advantage of this
is the insensitivity to external spacial harmonics with frequencies lower than the
4th harmonic. A schematical view of the designed coil is in Figure B.1. The
number of windings is 4 times 25, the inner radius is 5 em, the outer radius is
10 em. The height of the coil is 25 em. From these figures we can calculate the
M-factor:

M = 100. Po' 0.25 In .!.Q = 3.47pH
211" 5

From measurements this factor turns out to be 3.25 pH. This sensor was used
to measure leat and leq. By using a XLPE high voltage cable safe measurement
of the catenary current was possible with this sensor.
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Figure B.l: Segmented Rogowski coil

B.1.2 Negative feeder rogowski

For the negative feeder a special Rogowski coil was constructed. Requirements
were capability to withstand the normal 25 kV, lightning impulse up to 150 kV
and a weight of less than 10 kg. Selectivity was another demand. Figure B.2
shows a picture of the sensor. A description of the sensor is best given by naming
its features:

• Brass center which can be clamped around the negative feeder,

• isolator chains consisting of three 10kV isolators separated by aluminium
discs (isolators provided by NUON Technisch Bedrijf),

• brass loops at the end of the isolators (open to prevent current from flowing
in the loop) with 10 windings in each,

• copper tube with two wires in it connecting the two coils at the end.

Safety is provided by the following measures:

• Measurement loops and cable are isolated from metallic casing,

• if flashover occurs from negative feeder to the brass loops or lightning
strikes the metal casing, current will find it's way through the 50 mm2

litze surrounding the signal cable which is connected to the brass loops
and earthed on the mast.

To guarantee safety of personell and equipment the following tests were per
formed at the High Voltage laboratory of the Eindhoven University of Technol
ogy. The sensor was subjected to a test voltage of 60 kV I using the Hipotronics
Series Resonant Circuit. Partial Discharges were measured with an ultrasonic
discharge detector (Hewlett Packard, Utrasonic Reflector, model 18043A), de
tection level was approximately 50 pC. No partial discharges were detected.
Measurements were performed on a dry insulator as well as on a wet insulator.
The insulator was sprayed with a water- salt solution (40 9 of salt per litre).
A standard lightning impulse test (1.2/50 JlS wave) at a voltage of 200 kV did
not cause a breakdown of the insulator. Both a dry insulator and a wet insulator
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25 em

62 em

Figure B.2: Sensor foJ' the negative feeder

were subjected to three impulse tests. A Haefely Lightning Impulse generator
was used. A D/I measuring system was used for measuring the high voltage.
In both the loops at the ends of the isolators are 10 windings. The 20 windings
are connected in series. We can calculate the M-factor of the sensor from the
following data: 1'1 =46 em, 7'2 =62 em, l = 25 em, N = 20:

paN1 1'2
M = -2-ln - = 0.298 pH

1r 7'1

From measurements this factor turns out to be 0.33 pH.

B.1.3 Rail pickup loops

Both at the location Kautenbach and at Gobelsmiihle we used pickup loops
right next to the rails to determine the currents that are flowing in them. At
Kautenbach there was only one track, so two rails. At Gobelsmiihle there were
two tracks, four rails. Only two of the four rails carried current. The other two
were isolated. First we'll consider the general situation, later we will take a look
at the practical situation at both locations.

Kautenbach

The situation at Kautenbach is shown in figure B.3. The voltages depend from
the individual currents as pointed out in (B.1).

[ ~~ ] = jw . [
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Figure B.3: Configuration of rails and loops at Kautenbach

We can calculate the individual M-factors from the dimensions as shown III

figure B.3:

• M ll

rl = .)24.52 + 7.5 2 = 25.62 em

r2 = y'49.5 2 + 7.5 2 = 50.06 em

1= 2.996 m
M ll = E!l.'-20

1
In!:.:l. = 0.401 JlH" r,

• M 21

rl = y'174.5 2 + 7.5 2 = 174.66 em

r2 = y'199.5 2 + 7.5 2 = 199.64 em

M 21 = E!l.'-2olln!:.:l. = 0.0801 JlH
" r,

• M I2

rl = .)173.52 + 7.5 2 = 173.66 em

r2 = .)198.52 + 7.5 2 = 198.64 em

M I 2 =~ In ~ = 0.0805 JlH

• M 22

1'1 = .)23.52 + 7.52 = 24.66 em

r2 = .)48.52 + 7.5 2 = 49.08 em

!I122 = E!l.'-2olln!:.:l. = 0.412 JlH" r,
If we now sum the voltages VI and V2 , we get the contribution to the summed
voltage from the two individual currents (formula (B.2)).

V= jw .4.815.10- 7It +
jw .4.921.10- 7 / 2

(B.2)

From calibrations using closed toroidal coils around the rails these M -factors
turned out to be accurate within ±1.6%.

Gobelsmiihle

The setup of the rails and the 4 field pick-up loops at the location Gobelsmiihle
is shown in figure B.4. The voltages depend from the individual currents as
pointed out in (B.3).
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[
VI

1
[ M"

M21 M 31

M" l[ h 1V2 = jw·
M 12 M n -M32 -M42 /2

(B.3)
V3 -M13 -M23 M 33 M43 Is
V4 M 14 M 24 M 34 M 44 /4

Because of symmetry and uniformity some M-factors are equal (B.4).

M = M ll = M n = M 33 = M 44

M 1 = M l2 = M 21 = M34 = M 43

M 2 = M 13 = M 42

M 3 = M 14 = M 41

M 4 = M 23 = M 32

M 5 = M 24 = M31

This leads to the equations as shown in (B.5).

(B.4)

[~1=JW[ (B.5)

Now we can calculate all the individual M-factors from the dimensions as shown
in figure B A.

• M:
r1 = ';23.5 2 + 7.52 = 24.66 em
r2 = ';48.22 + 7.5 2 =48.78 em
1= 2.996 m
M = HsJi In!:..:l- = 00409 IJH21r rl ,...

• M 1 :
r1 = ';173.5 2 + 7.5 2 = 173.66 em
r2 = .)198.22 + 7.5 2 = 198.34 em
M 1 = HsJi In !:..:l- =0.0796 ItH27r rl ,-

• M 2 :

r1 = .)336.82 + 7.52 = 336.88 em
r2 = .)361.5 2 + 7.5 2 = 361.57 em
M~ = HsJi In!:..:l- = 0 423 IJH- 2,,- r, . r'
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• M3 :
rl = J558.5 2 + 7.52 = 558.55 em
r2 = V583.22 + 7.52 = 583.24 em
M 3 = H.!!!..ln !:2. = 0.0259 liB. 2.. rl ,..,

• M4 :
rl = J186.8 2 + 7.52 = 186.95 em
r2 = V211.5 2 + 7.52 = 211.63 em
M4 = HJl!..20

1 In!:2. = 0.0743 J.lH
.. rl

• M s :
rl = J408.5 2 + 7.52 =408.57 em
r2 = J433.2 2 + 7.52 = 433.26 em
M s = H..!l.'..2I In !:2. = 0.0352 pH

.. rl

Substituting these values in (B.5) and summing the voltages leads to (B.6).

V= jw .4.722.10- 7h +
jw ·4.495· 10- 7 [2 +
jw ·4.495· 10-7h +
jw .4.722.10-7 14

(B.6)

Practical setup

Kautenbach During two of the measurements (no. 3 and 4), we had the loop
next to rail 1 disconnected for callibration purposes. This would normally mean
that the output voltage is only half of the voltage in the normal situation with
both loops connected. This is only true if the current is equally distributed over
the two rails. From the simultaneous measurements by NS-TO we can see that
the current distribution was unequal: h = 0.8212 . If we substitute this into B.l
and take into account that VI = 0, than we get the following expression:

Further is Itot = II + h = 1.8212 and Vint = ~;;:. With the M-factors substi
tuted this yields to:

I _ Vint T

tot - 8.670. 10-7

Gobelsmiihle Since only two of the four rails were carrying current, the con
tribution of the individual loops to the summed voltage is not equal. Because
the outer two rails were isolated, pickup loops 1 and 4 contributed only little
to the total voltage. Unfortunately, after the measurements we discovered that
pickup loop 1 was wrongly connected, i.e. the voltage was not added, but sub
straeted from the others. We will work it out here, what the consequences are
of this.
What we have to do is to change VI in (B.5) to - VI. Further we can replace the
left and the right column of the matrix with zeros, since hand 14 are zero. If we
now add the voltages and substitute the M-factors again, we get the relationship
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as in (B.7).

V jw .2.90.10- 712 +
jw ·3.79· 10- 713

jw ·3.35· 10- 7(h + 13 ) - jw . 0.45 . 10- 7
(12 - 13 )

(B.7)

What we want to know from the measurements, is the total current from rails
2 and 3. If we assume that the current is equally distributed over the two
rails we can easily calculate from the resulting voltage what the current was.
Now we will take a look what an unequal distribution over the two rails would
mean. Therefore we will plot the change in transfer (resulting voltage divided
by voltage at equal current distribution) as a function of the curent distribution.
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Figure B.5: Effect of current distribution on summed voltage

B.2 Capacitive sensor

This sensor was especially constructed for these measurements. The working is
based on the capacitive current that will flow on the shield of a coaxial cable
when a voltage is applied to the inner conductor. A coaxial 25 kV cable was
prepared for this purpose by NUON Technisch Bedrijf. The shield of the cable
was connected by a 50 mm2 litze to the mast. For safety the litze ran through
an insulating pipe. Around this pipe a Pearson current sensor was fixed. To de
termine the sensitivity of this system, the capacitance of the high voltage cable
must be known. From measurements this capacitance turns out to be 450 pF.
The sensor was tested in the High-Voltage laboratory of the Eindhoven Uni
versity of Technology, in order to guarantee safety of personnel and equipment.
The high-voltage cable was subjected to a partial discharge test. High-voltage
was applied to the cable with a Hipotronics Series Resonant Circuit. During
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two hours partial discharges where measured with a straight detection circuit
[KreuS9], using the series RLC-impedance of the High-Voltage source, at a volt
age of 30 kV. An ERA partial discharge detection system (Elec. Res. Assn.,
type 652, model 3) was llsed for detection. Calibration was performed by injec
tion a charge of 5 pC with an Enraf Nonius calibration source. The detection
level of the complete set-up was approximately 1 pC. After initial charging no
discharges where measured during the entire testing period. A lightning impulse
test has not been applied, beacause the stress cones mounted at the termination
of the cable have been mounted 'impulse-proof'.

B.3 Accuracy analysis

To calculate the accuracy of the measurements we have to know the accuracy
of the equipment.
From earlier measurements we have the following numbers:

• Rogowski coils, segmented coils, rail pickup loops, negative feeder sensor
and B-field sensors: M is known ±2%,

• active integrators: r is known ±3% (see [Felc9S]),

• capacitive sensor: C is known ±1%,

• current sensor used to measure capacitive current: accuracy of ± 1%,

• digitalosciloscopes: accuracy of ±Oo4%

These figures lead to the following accuracies in the measurement data:

• Currents through the catenary, negative feeder, rails and equipotential
wire: ±(2 + 3 + 004)% = ±504%

• Voltage on the catenary: ±(1 + 1+ 0.4)% = ±204%,

• B-fields: ±(2 + 3 + 004)% = ±5.4%

These figures indicate that care must be taken when substracting currents of
comparable magnitude. An example: when calculating the total current, sub
stracting a current of 0.7 p.u. ± 5.4% from a current of 1.0 p.u. ± 5.4% is a
common thing. The result is then only accurate within ±30%.
This is a worst case si tuation however. Consistency analysis earlier in this report
shows that measurements are reliable.
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